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Two leading giants of network arrangers one is Telefonica and other is the Vodafone are planning of
taking necessary steps of joining their forces for generating a mutual grid in UK.  This is very
amazing news as both the rival companies are working together and doing a team work in building a
network infrastructure. This is designed for increasing the speed in launching 4G services in UK in
addition to this boosting the other services also.

The blue and red-tinted operators think that they would be providing part of the 4G coverage up to
98 percent of the population by the 2015. This implies that the speed of the upcoming 4G would be
at least 2Mbps moreover the actual speed received would many times faster. This new-fangled
unholy grouping doesn't imply that O2 and Vodafone is now becoming a sole creature. This is just
an agreement between the two network arranger for a developing a single grid which would be big
smiles for both the network arrangers.

As both the operators have to perform together for this task and would gain profits together.O2 and
Vodafone both are very much competing in the market and still offering separates services of their
own. So this means that the customers may contact them either by the network facility just as the
Orange and T-Mobile consumers. In addition to these both the networks have maintained a special
place in the market by performing individually their tasks. For working for a same grid O2 and
Vodafone would share their hardware which means both of them would be pooling the things like
towers and masts.

The operators in this plan would operate on single grid of 18,500 masts which would result in a
deduction of 10 percent of the total number of United Kingdom locations employed by both these
two companies. Analyst bodies at Ovum think the doubtful combination is a suspicious shift to fight
with operator double-whammy Everything Everywhere. Ovum's Jeremy Green also stated that If
Vodafone and Telefonica both had not also embraced giving out in this way then they would have
been at an aggressive difficulty. There is a great achievement for both the network arrangers to
accomplish.
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